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From April 27, in the wonderful frame of the seventeenth century Palazzo Borghese 

in Rome in the two of the frescoed halls of the Galleria terrena, the Galleria del 

Cembalo will welcome visitors with the new exhibition Mare Omnis by Francesco 

Zizola. 

 

The exhibition presents a selection of 22 of large format photographs that look like 

remote constellations, but actually are tuna fisherys, fishing gears in the open sea 

photographed by a drone: gears installed by the tonnarotti - those who take care 



of the slaughter - to catch the tuna in their migration towards the coast. The white 

points are buoys and the silver threads of the strips of water are the tops that secure 

the floating parts to the seabed. 

The images have been taken in the south west region of Sardinia at the Tonnara di 

Portoscuso, which is in activity in that area since a very long time.  

 

Mare Omnis anthropologically documents life being lived thanks to forms of local, 

sustainable and manual fishing, following centenary traditions, exploring through 

an articulated and complex visual language the relationship between man and 

nature and his influence on the seaworld. Building his own working tools, casting 

the nets, passing days and months waiting for the fishing season, being subject to 

the laws of nature: these actions form the knowledge and the heritage related to 

the proximity with the sea and a kind of life connected with it, nowadays 

substituted by industrial intensive fishing methods.   

The images in the show strongly reveal the feeling of a symbiotic relation between 

man and nature as opposed to what happens in contemporary society: the sea 

water becomes an abstract landscape, fishes are caught in the dense fishing nets 

immersed in the deep blue. 

 

The choice of black and white is meant to stimulate the imagination of the 

observer, leading to a sort of perceptive disorientation. The photographer 

deliberately finalizes a semantic deception to divert the senses by means of 

instinctive memory. This way the large tuna fisherys end up looking like different 

things: some see dream catchers in them, or ancient representations, or 

constellations. Therefore the series is called Constellation, for the strong similarity to 

the stars in the sky, while in some others since the first gaze Zizola sees the echoes 

of a work by Paul Klee, the Angelus Novus. 

He says: “I find it more interesting to use photography to lead our perception and 

our mind to an imaginative and symbolic dimension, able to proceed by narrative 

metaphors. And the storytelling according to me is about the meaning of our 

being and of our action”. 

As Barthes recalls: “Whatever it shows and in whichever way a photo is always 

invisible: it is not what you see”. 

What are we really looking at when we see an image? What do our eyes 

recognize in front of it? This is what we ask ourselves while looking at the 

photographs of Mare Omnis. There is total ambiguity and Zizola chooses to reflect 

upon the photographic paradigm, knowing that images have the wonderful task 

of creating paths of meaning and giving rise to awareness processes in the viewer. 

“There is an ecstatic and poetic truth. It is mysterious and elusive and can only be 

achieved through imagination and stylization. Photography has the task of 

opening new possible understandings of the complexity of reality” comments the 

photographer on the process that led him to create these images. 

 

FRANCESCO ZIZOLA - Biography 

Francesco Zizola (Rome, 1962) has been documenting for longer than thirty years 

the main crisis and conflicts in the world. A strong ethic engagement and a personal 

style characterize his photography.  He deserved many awards, as for instance 10 

World Press Photo and 6 Picture of the Year International. In 2003 Henri Cartier 



Bresson included one photograph by Francesco within his 100 preferred. This 

collection was turned into an exhibition - Les Choix d’Henry Cartier Bresson - and a 

book. Among other publications, we have recently "Mare Omnis" with a text by 

Claudia Corrent (Foto-Forum ed.2022), “Aguanta" (Ediuni ed.2022), "Sale Sudore 

Sangue" (Postcart ed.2020), "Uno sguardo inadeguato” (Fiaf ed.2013), “Iraq” (Ega 

ed.2007) and "Born Somewhere” (Delpire ed.2004). 

In 2015 Francesco Zizola started a new project called Hybris, exploring the relation 

between man and nature by means of a deliberately non-documentary language. 

Then he widened his storytelling beyond photography realizing a short, winning the 

SIAE 2018 PRICE for the “creative talent” at the Biennale Venice Film Festival. In 2007 

he founded the 10b Photography Gallery of Rome and is nowadays the artistic 

director of the space.  

Since 2016 Zizola is also the art director of the World Press Photo exhibitions of Rome 

and Ferrara and curator of the project Collezione Roma 2020-21-22 for the Museo 

di arte contemporanea di Roma - Palazzo delle Esposizioni. In 27 years of shooting, 

his photographs have been shown in countless personal as well as collective 

exhibitions, and they are present in the collections of French institutions such as the 

Musée Nicéphore Niépce, Chalon-sur-Saone, the MEP, Maison Européenne de la 

Photographie, Paris, and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. 

 

GALLERIA DEL CEMBALO 

The Galleria del Cembalo, opened by Paola Stacchini Cavazza and Mario Peliti, 

reflects a desire to make some of the magnificent halls on the ground floor of 

Palazzo Borghese available to the art world. In the late 18th century, these halls 

were set aside by Marcantonio VI Borghese for the prestigious collection 

formerly belonging to Cardinal Scipione, and which was later transferred to Villa 

Borghese. 

Passaggi, an exhibition curated by Giovanna Calvenzi in May 2013 for the 

inauguration of the gallery, explored the theme of discontinuity and thematic 

and stylistic change in the work of three generations of Italian photographers, 

from the aftermath of World War II to today. These photographers are Ugo 

Mulas, Mario Cresci, Olivo Barbieri, Gabriele Basilico, Francesco Radino, Antonio 

Biasiucci, Paolo Pellegrin, Luca Campigotto, Paolo Ventura, Silvia Camporesi, 

Alice Pavesi and Moira Ricci. 

Since then, with fifty-two exhibitions in nine years, the Galleria del Cembalo 

stands out among Italian galleries for its well thought-out programme, its wealth 

of events – often offered simultaneously, in order to highlight the relation 

between different authors and themes – and the constant dialogue it fosters 

between young artists and great masters. 

The Galleria del Cembalo includes among its artists Letizia Battaglia, Antonio 

Biasiucci, Christopher Broadbent, Danila Tkachenko, Alessandro Imbriaco, Luca 

Campigotto, Lorenzo Castore, Nicolò Cecchella, Stefano Cerio, Kathryn Cook, 

Karmen Corak, Cortis & Sonderegger, John Demos, Giorgia Fiorio, Joan 

Fontcuberta, Charles Fréger, Michael Kenna, Charles March, Massimo Siragusa, 

Toni Thorimbert. 

The exhibitions have often been reviewed by TG 5, RaiNews24, L’Espresso, 

Internazionale, Io Donna, Sette, Il Giornale dell’Arte, Arte, Art Tribune, Exibart. 



Services about the gallery have been published by New York Times and Le Figaro. 

Book presentations, meetings or private events may take place in the gallery on 

request. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

 

EXHIBITION MARE OMNIS photographs by FRANCESCO ZIZOLA 

from April 27 to June 30  

 

OPENING: Wednesday 27 April at 6pm 

ADDRESS: Galleria del Cembalo, Palazzo Borghese - Largo della Fontanella di 

Borghese 19, Roma 

OPENING TIMES: from Wednesday to Friday 3:30pm –7.00 pm, Saturday 11am – 7 pm  

FREE ENTRANCE 

 

CONTACTS 

MAIL: info@galleriadelcembalo.it | eventi@galleriadelcembalo.it 

TEL: +39 06 83796619 (during opening times) 

WEBSITE: www.galleriadelcembalo.it/  

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/galleriadelcembalo  

INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/galleriadelcembalo/  

 

 

UFFICIO STAMPA  

CULTURALIA DI NORMA WALTMANN 

 

 
 

051 6569105 - 392 2527126    

info@culturaliart.com  

www.culturaliart.com  

Facebook: Culturalia  

Instagram: Culturalia_comunicare_arte 

Linkedin: Culturalia di Norma Waltmann  

Youtube: Culturalia 
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